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Higher education
under pressure
Higher education institutions are facing increasing pressure on their mission to provide
high-quality, affordable education to students and perform world-class research.
Reductions in public funding support and concerns about overall affordability present
substantial near-term and longer-term budget challenges for many institutions.
Alongside the headlines about ballooning student loans and
pressure to minimize tuition increases impacting revenues,
institutions are facing a myriad of complicated issues on the
expense side such as deferred facility maintenance needs and
increasing costs related to new technologies and programs.
Combining the above with stagnating enrollment demand, the
pressure to compete for students rises, driving an additional
need for investment in a differentiated student experience,
which may include new state-of-the-art facilities.
While an affordable, quality education that leads to a
sustaining career is the core component of the mission of
higher education institutions, it is increasingly clear that
students and their families are also interested in the nonacademic elements that contribute to the student experience
(e.g., housing, dining, athletic facilities). In 2015, 45% of
incoming freshman rated their college or university’s social
activities as “very important” to their decision, up 21%
from 1983.1 And often, these social activities are driven by
investments made in the university facilities, as opposed to
independent actions of students or the local community.

In addition, as complex mechanical, energy and HVAC
systems reach the ends of their useful lives, institutions can
face further dilemmas between using scarce capital to fund
necessary replacements or projects that are more visible to
staff and students. These types of projects are often atypical for
facilities personnel to oversee, and the risks of overruns during
construction and/or adverse surprises during future operations
can be significant.
Public institutions are particularly affected, having been
hamstrung by freezes or cuts in state funding. State
appropriations across the US grew by just 0.5% annually
between 2005 and 2015. State funding has still not recovered to
2008 levels, the last year in which state funding decisions would
not have been affected by the Great Recession.2
Private colleges and universities are not exempt from financial
pressure, particularly those with limited endowments. At the end
of 2014, the roughly 800 private institutions with fewer than
1,000 enrolled students had just $17.5b in endowment assets
combined, while the 50 richest schools ended FY14 with an
average of $5.2b apiece.3

For cash-strapped institutions, this presents a conundrum:
allow their facilities to deteriorate and forgo investment,
thus becoming less attractive to prospective students
and compounding financial challenges associated with
reduced enrollment, or seek to attract more students by
taking on more debt and/or raising tuition to finance new
construction and renovations.
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University as real estate operator
For better or for worse, colleges and universities are no longer
just in the “business” of education, research and public service
(if they are land grant institutions). They are also large-scale
real estate owners and operators. Academic buildings with
classrooms and labs, student centers and dorms, athletic
facilities, administrative buildings, retail and parking garages,
energy, steam, cooling or other systems, and sometimes even
hospitals all add up to a complex real estate portfolio.

While the state of these facilities influences a student’s
decision to attend an institution, their design, construction and
maintenance are not exactly core to university missions and can
even be considered a distraction from the delivery of education.
The question naturally arises: does your institution have enough
time, energy, money and expertise to pour into these non-core
but increasingly essential activities?

The higher education challenge
In this era of tightened resources and heightened competition for students,
higher education institutions have been pouring time, money and energy into
real estate operations, leaving less focus for their core mission.

Enrollment is down while competition for students is up
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The power of a P3
In the face of these new, overwhelming real estate operation
considerations, a public-private partnership (P3) may be an
institution’s best option. P3s can provide greater flexibility and
efficiency when building, financing and managing infrastructure
and facilities. They can help to offset risk, promote designs of
new facilities that fit into the existing structures, and confirm
that the new facilities are both of high quality and attractive to
prospective students. But perhaps the greatest benefit of a P3
for an institution and its leadership is the time and energy they
no longer need to spend on non-academic activities, allowing
them to instead focus on delivering an academically excellent
experience for their students.

What is a public-private partnership?

The usefulness of P3s to institutions is evidenced by their
increasing popularity in recent years (see Figure 1). There has
been approximately a 50% year–over–year increase in the value
of the P3 transactions, and some speculate that the volume may
reach $5b over the next five years.11

• Facilities (e.g., student housing, labs, food service,
parking, transportation)

A P3 is a contract between a public agency or nonprofit and a
private sector entity, in which they can share skills, technology
and responsibility when delivering a product or service.12
In the case of higher education, P3s can be a benefit in a variety
of ways, including:
• Front-office, student-facing functions (e.g., enrollment
management, student affairs, education delivery)
• Back-office functions (e.g., finance, human resources,
technology)

Figure 1: Growth of P3s in higher education over time
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What can a P3 do for me?
Though institutional functions previously considered sacred
and core to the teaching and learning mission of universities,
such as course design and development, have seen increased
outsourcing and partnerships in recent years, the strong
majority of P3s focus on facilities and food services. These
projects tend to be the most capital intensive and furthest
afield from university capabilities; they also are some of the
first things students see when they enter campus.
For example, on a recent project called Merced 2020, the
University of California Merced (UC-Merced) contracted in a
P3 for a $1.3b campus expansion to ultimately accommodate
10,000 students — nearly doubling the physical capacity of

the campus.13 It includes a 39-year concession to build and
operate 1 million square feet of classroom spaces, research labs,
housing, recreational area and dining facilities. The project is
being financed by approximately $600m in UC revenue bonds
and $700m in private debt/equity investment.
In an interview with UC Merced News, Chancellor Dorothy
Leland said of the project, “Plenary Properties Merced has
produced a compact, environmentally sensitive design that
blends beautifully with our existing campus, facilitates our
multidisciplinary teaching and research methods, and provides
flexibility for future changes in building usage. Most important,
it’s a cost-effective way of building out our campus.”14

Figure 2: Spectrum of P3 functions
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Motivations for P3 transactions vary widely, but include:
• Supplementing traditional debt instruments. These
include private capital, using off balance sheet or alternative
mechanisms.
• Transfer of risk. Historically, universities have born all or
most of the risk of facilities-related projects themselves.
A P3 is a way to either transfer or at least share the risk.
• Speed and efficiency. A P3 allows for a faster development
process, and time to completion is generally shorter and
on schedule. The sole focus of the private entity is to
complete the project on budget and on time. University
infrastructure tends to have competing priorities across
all‑campus facility needs.

• Outsourcing provision of non-core assets. Outsourcing
allows institutions to focus investment of internal resources
and capabilities on those functions that are closer to the
academic needs of its students.
• Experience. Private partners often have much more
experience and skills in a particular development area (e.g.,
facility architecture and infrastructure, student housing needs)
and are able to better accommodate the needs of students,
faculty, administrators, etc.
• Planning and budgeting. Private partners offer experience
and know-how in long-term maintenance planning and whole
life cycle budgeting.
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Types of public-private partnerships
Public-private partnerships can take a
wide range of forms and tend to vary
with the level of involvement and risk
that the private entity holds in the
arrangement with the educational
institution. The terms of a P3 are
typically set out in a master development
agreement or contract that outlines
the responsibilities of each party with
a particular focus on the allocation of
risk to the institution and the private
entity. The type of P3 warranted varies
depending on the specific needs of the
institution. It could be a short-term
partnership or could include a contract
that lasts 40 or more years.

6

The four types of P3s

1
2
3
4

Operating contract/management agreement
Short- to medium-term contract with private firm for operating services

Ground lease/facility lease
Long-term lease with private developer who commits to construct, operate
and maintain the project

Availability payment concession
Long-term concession with private developer to construct, operate,
maintain and finance the project in exchange for annual payments subject
to abatement for nonperformance

Demand-risk concession
Long-term concession with private developer to construct, operate, maintain
and finance the project in exchange for rights to collect revenues related to
the project
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Operating contract/management agreement
Short- to medium-term contract with private firm for operating services
Benefits:

Case study

• Enables institution to focus on core mission instead
of non-core functions

Long-standing dining services continued
at Texas State

• Access to private sector skills

Texas State has approved a dining services extension with
Chartwells that is worth $13.6m, which now extends the
contract term though 2023.

Drawbacks:
• Private incentives not aligned with institutional goals
• May limit tenor and payment terms by tax law

The contract contains all aspects of dining services at
Texas State. The areas managed by Chartwells include
all dining halls, the student center food court, and the
other snack and food facilities that span the campus. The
contract allows Chartwells to manage all the food services
at the various venues and gives it the opportunity to work
with future facilities that Texas State opens. The contract
also allows Chartwells to provide catering services to the
university community.

Sample facility type:
• Dining, parking, other auxiliary facilities, specialized
medical/lab facilities
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Ground lease/facility lease
Long-term lease with private developer who commits to construct, operate and maintain the project
Benefits:

Case study

• Enables institution to focus on core mission instead
of non-core functions

The University of Kentucky’s homegrown
food economy

• Access to private sector skills
• Partial risk transfer to private sector

Drawbacks:
• Depending on lease structure, may be limited risk transfer

Sample facility type:
• Academic, research/lab, housing

In 2014, the University of Kentucky embarked on a
15-year, $245m partnership for dining services at the
university. This P3 created immediate positive results
with a decrease in student meal plan pricing and $70m
in food investments from Aramark. Part of the deal was a
commitment from Aramark to use sustainable practices
and locally sourced food.

I n Aramark, we have a partner who, like the university, is committed to Kentucky and one of our most
important industries and way of life — agriculture and locally sourced and produced food.
— University of Kentucky President Eli Capilouto15
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Availability payment concession
Long-term concession with private developer to construct, operate, maintain and finance the project
in exchange for annual payments subject to abatement for nonperformance
Benefits:
• Some risk transfer to private sector
• Life cycle and performance risk transfer to private sector

Drawbacks:
• Depending on lease structure, may be limited risk transfer

Sample facility type:
• Academic, research/lab, housing
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Case study

UC-Merced pursues innovative campus expansion
UC-Merced contracted space for an additional 10,000
students — nearly doubling the physical capacity of the
campus. That includes a 39-year concession to build and
operate 1 million square feet of classroom spaces, housing,
recreational areas, dining facilities and walkways. The
project is being financed by $600m in UC revenue bonds,
$157m of UC-Merced funds and $386m of equity funding
from a consortium of international financial, engineering
and design partners.
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Demand-risk concession
Long-term concession with private developer to construct, operate, maintain and finance the project
in exchange for rights to collect revenues related to the project
Benefits:

Case study 1

• Access to private sector skills

The Ohio State parking system

• Some risk transfer to private sector
• Life cycle and performance risk transfer to private sector
• Revenue risk transfer to private sector

Drawbacks:
• Depending on lease structure, may be limited risk transfer

Sample facility type:
• Academic, research/lab, housing

In 2013, Ohio State University (OSU) signed a first-of-itskind deal with Queensland Investment Corporation (QIC) to
lease 36,000 on-campus parking spaces for 50 years. This
example of a demand-risk concession deal gave OSU $438m
for its endowment fund, earmarked for scholarships, staff
grants, tenure-track faculty and other important projects. In
return, QIC will manage the 36,000 parking spaces and will
be permitted to raise meter rates by 5.5% per year for the
first 10 years. According to university estimates, in 50 years
the initial $483m will result in $3.1b in investment earnings
for its endowment.16

Our core strength as a university is not running
parking facilities. So we should focus on what
we’re really good at and hire others to do what
they’re really good at.
— Richard Dietrich, Member of the Ohio State Faculty
Council and OSU accounting professor.17

Case study 2

University of Oklahoma utility privatization
The University of Oklahoma entered into an agreement
with Corix to purchase a 50-year concession to invest
in, design, build, operate and maintain 6 utility systems
serving 30,000 students at its campus in Norman,
Oklahoma. The initial acquisition price was $118m and
the total 50‑year capital investment is estimated at over
$600m. The operation agreement includes water and sewer
systems, a central heat and power plant district ene rgy
system, chilled water production and distribution system,
and electrical and natural gas distribution systems. The
benefits to the university included monetization of non-core
assets and reallocation of the funds to the core education
and research missions.18
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Conclusion
Higher education institutions are increasingly struggling to
provide a quality education while keeping up with the challenges
of deferred maintenance. This is difficult against the backdrop
of reductions in state funding and limited appetite for further
tuition increases which impact the student wallet.
Campus real estate operations, maintenance (particularly of
complex systems and non-core facilities) and development
needs can distract campus leadership from these critical
challenges. Now, institutions have the opportunity to reduce
their direct role in these non-core functions through partnership.
This must be done intentionally and thoughtfully — through a
carefully crafted strategy, diligent partner selection process and
a well-constructed RFP with clear goals, guidelines and shared
risk incorporated. If done properly, institutions can reduce
costs, transfer risk, enhance long-term budget certainty, access
innovative real estate design and technology systems, and create
a truly differentiated experience for their students. And they
can focus additional attention on what they do best: education.
EY-Parthenon and EY Infrastructure Advisory can help assist
institutions in exploring the possibilities of partnership and
establishing a structured approach to deciding whether a P3 is
the right approach.
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What’s the right P3 for your institution?
Given the challenges of the current higher education market, it makes sense for institutions to consider P3s as a way to save
effort and put attention back where it belongs — on the core educational mission. Here are three steps to help you decide which P3
is right for you:

Step 1

Ask questions to determine the scope of your project
What do you want to accomplish?

How urgent is the need that is driving this project?

• What are your strategic goals and how does the
potential P3 project align to those goals?

• Immediately

• Create or enhance revenues
• Better control long-term operating and
maintenance budgets
• Transfer as much risk as possible
• Leverage alternative borrowing mechanisms
• Enhance institution quality or experience:
• What is the kind of experience you want to provide
to your “customers” (students, faculty, staff)?

What enhancements would give you the most
bang for your buck?
• Improved dining experience
• Improved residential halls
• More advanced academic and administrative buildings
• Facilities that surpass your academic peers
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• One to three years
• Three to five years
• Five years or longer

How do you and your stakeholders feel about a
longer-term partnership?
• Are you willing to take on longer-term debt, working
with a provider over a longer period of time?
• Are you willing to entertain a long-term partnership
of 30, 40, 50 years or more, meaning that it needs
to be structured to “survive” several generations of
administrations?

Step 2

Step 3

Design a good RFP
• Focus on asking a well-defined set of questions rather
than a broad “fishing” RFP

• Identify the level of risk that is financially acceptable for
the institution to own in the contractual arrangement

• Consider engaging a good project management group/
financial advisor

• Integrate the procurement process with the overall
delivery timeline and maximize competitive pricing

Choose an advisor
Entering into a P3 goes beyond just construction of
facilities. A P3 has tax implications and can impact
financial reporting, accounting and credit ratings, so the
risks need to be assessed thoughtfully and carefully.

Here are some basic criteria for choosing a P3 advisor:
• Can the advisor appreciate, identify, advise on and
sometimes help structure the impact of the P3 on all
aspects of your institution?
• Does the advisor demonstrate understanding of the
underlying real estate needs of your institution?
• Does the advisor demonstrate understanding of the
student experience and what drives decision-making
and satisfaction from before the student applies
through graduation?
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